Mona Lisa—Nat King Cole
Jay Livingston And Ray Evans

(A) Mona Lisa, Mona Lisa, Men Have Named You
You're So Like The Lady With The Mystic (E) Smile
Is It Only 'cause You're Lonely They Have Blamed You?
For That Mona Lisa Strangeness In Your (A) Smile?

Do You Smile To Tempt A Lover, Mona Lisa?
Or Is This Your Way To Hide A Broken (D) Heart?
Many (Dm) Dreams Have Been Brought To Your (A) Doorstep
They Just (E) Lie There And They (A) Die There
Are You (D) Warm, Are You Real, Mona (A) Lisa?
Or Just A (E) Cold And Lonely Lovely Work Of (A) Art?

(Instrumental) Repeat Preceding Verse +
Mona Lisa, Mona Lisa

—Peak Billboard Position # 1 For 8 Weeks In 1950
—Academy Award Winner From The Film "Captain Carey, U.S.A"
Starring Alan Ladd